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1. Introduction

Due to the financial crisis in 2009 economic activity in Germany decreased at a size which has not been observed since World War II. In particular export-oriented firms in manufacturing faced a shrinking demand and therefore an underutilisation of capital and labour. However, with respect to the dramatic decrease in GDP the German labour market remained to be quite robust. Compared with other countries the German labour market performed much better during the crisis and the present period of recovery. Although the German GDP went down more sharply than in G7-countries as a whole the reduction in employment and the increase in unemployment were significantly lower (see figures 1 and 2). In addition, recently the German labour market situation has improved again (Fuchs et al. 2010, Fuchs et al. 2011).

Figure 1: GDP and employment in G7 countries and Germany
1st quarter 2005 – 1st quarter 2010
(growth rates compared to the previous quarter in per cent, seasonally adjusted)

Source: OECD, own calculations.

1 Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, United Kingdom, and the United States belong to the G7.
This country report sheds light on the transmission of the economic crisis to the German labour market. It is of special interest to investigate how Germany, often characterised as the “sick man of Europe” – a country that served as a textbook example for an overregulated labour market, managed to achieve its “German miracle”. 

To get explanations for the miracle it is necessary to refer at first to the specific features of the German labour market. In chapter 2 we describe the effects of the crisis by using different labour market aggregates. We will also analyse to which degree the crisis hit different regions, industries, and work arrangements such as part-time work or temporary employment. As we will see working time reductions are of special relevance for the recent labour market development in Germany. Therefore, in chapter 3 we ask how the immense reduction of working time was achieved. As it turns out, firm specific measures of internal flexibility have been supported by social dialogue on the company level and on the collective level. The government complemented internal measures of
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flexibility by providing more generous short-time work schemes to subsidise working time reductions and thereby helped securing jobs. As being the most important policy instrument in the crisis, we will analyse the conditions and the utilisation of short-time work in greater detail. In line with the reduction of working hours we also find a strong decline in labour productivity per head. In addition, labour productivity per hour decreased. This means that firms did not adjust employment in line with the decline in the demand for their products which can be seen as an indicator for labour hoarding. Therefore, we will discuss the attractiveness of internal compared to external adjustments and the rationale for labour hoarding on the firm level. At the end of the chapter we will ask whether there might also be some negative side effects resulting from the strong use of internal flexibility measures.

Short-time work was by far the most important labour market instrument in the context of working time reductions. Nevertheless the German government initiated other policy measures to stabilise the economy and thereby took some pressure from the labour market. Even though passive and active labour market policies apart from short-time work did not change significantly, both remained important pillars. Passive labour market policy acts as an automatic stabiliser of domestic demand and active labour market policies are important to lead the way out of unemployment. We will turn to these policy measures in chapter 4. The conclusion presents a summary of the main findings and asks for lessons from the German case.

2. Labour market impacts of the crisis

The financial crisis hit the German economy at a time when the labour market was booming. Labour market indicators clearly show a much better performance during the last boom than during the previous upswing. Figure 3 shows that the employment situation improved considerably compared to the former upswing from 1998 to 2001. Especially the increase in employment covered by social security contributions was much higher, while the earlier upswing showed a high proportion of additional marginal part-time employment (so-called Mini-Jobs). This difference also becomes visible when looking at the higher increase in total hours worked from 2005 to 2008.

The much better labour market performance in terms of total hours as well as employment covered by social security during the last upswing was not solely due to the small difference in economic growth. It can be seen as an indication for the impacts of labour market reforms. The so-called Hartz-reforms were implemented between 2002 and 2005. They included several measures such as a deregulation of non-standard work arrangements, a lowering of unemployment benefits particularly for long-term recipients and a more effective use of active labour market policies. Recent analyses indicate that due to the reforms matching efficiency has been improved and work incentives have been strengthened (Gartner/Klinger 2008; Fahr/Sunde 2009; Klinger/Rothe 2010). Employers report that the willingness of workers to accept less attractive jobs and work conditions increased (Kettner/Rebien 2007). This might also be one explanation why the quality of employment gains in the last boom was heterogeneous. Non-standard work arrangements such as part-time employment, fixed-term contracts and agency work as well as low wage employment increased further (Arlt et al. 2010).

3 This chapter as well as the following chapters are mainly based on national administrative and survey data because they allow deeper analyses of the specific effects generated by the crisis in Germany. Figures B1 and B2 in Appendix 2 illustrate that particularly with respect to developments differences between internationally comparable labour force survey data and national data are more or less negligible.

4 For a longer time series on employment and total hours worked see figure A1.
Continuous wage moderation has also to be mentioned as another reason for the positive employment effects of the last boom. The moderate development of labour costs reflects persistently high unemployment in Germany since the early 1990s and has been the result of an increasingly lower coverage of collective agreements as well as comprehensive labour market reforms. Wage moderation strengthened the competitiveness of German companies on the world markets and transferred the positive stimulus on the goods markets into new jobs and not just into wage increases. Also low-skilled workers and long-term unemployed benefitted and structural employment decreased for the first time since decades (Gartner/Klinger 2008).

When Lehman Brothers crashed in autumn 2008, the labour market boom came to an end. In Germany, the global financial crisis mainly affected the highly export-oriented manufacturing industry. In this industry the level of production and of orders decreased sharply (see figure 4).

Companies faced a shrinking demand and a considerable underutilisation of capital and labour. Due to the large importance of export-oriented manufacturing for the German economy GDP decreased by 4.7 per cent in 2009. The crisis stopped the continuous labour market improvement which lasted until the third quarter of 2008. Until the second quarter of 2009 seasonally adjusted employment went down and seasonally adjusted unemployment went up. However, since then we observe a significant recovery: production and the volume of orders and employment have been increasing and unemployment has been decreasing (see figure 5).

---

5 See also chapter 3.4 for a further discussion of wage moderation.
Overall employment and unemployment are highly aggregated labour market figures which show a strong degree of stability bearing in mind the sharp decline in GDP. But as we will show there is some variation behind the overall picture of stability with regard to sector developments, work arrangements and hours worked.

**Employment by sectors and regions**

The labour market effects due to the financial crisis were not distributed equally. Not surprisingly asymmetrical sector effects as well as asymmetrical regional effects can be observed. Job losses particularly took place in two industries: manufacturing and the related sector Financing/Housing/Business-Related Service (see figure 6). Between 3\textsuperscript{rd} quarter 2008 and 1\textsuperscript{st} quarter 2010 employment in manufacturing went down continuously by 6 per cent or about 450 thousands and – although employment in the sector Financing/Housing/Business-Related Service increased from 4\textsuperscript{th} quarter 2009 – this sector lost employment at a size of roughly 2 per cent or nearly 120 thousands.
The world-wide dimension of the shock implied that in particular export-oriented firms in manufacturing (especially in the sectors machinery, metal production and processing, chemicals) were facing a shrinking demand. These firms were highly competitive prior to the crisis and often situated in prospering regions in the south-western parts of Germany (Möller 2009). Figure 7 illustrates the asymmetric effects of the crisis. The left map marks regions with a low unemployment rate in green. The right map indicates that the crisis led to increasing unemployment rates in the same regions (dark red colours). On the other hand regions with higher unemployment (red colours in the left map) and a stronger service orientation as we observe them in Eastern Germany were not affected that severely by the crisis (green or yellow colours in the right map).
Figure 6: Employment by Sectors, 1st quarter 2005 – 1st quarter 2010
(Index: 1st quarter 2005 = 100)


Figure 7: Unemployment rates in October 2009 and percentage changes compared to October 2008

As a consequence the crisis triggered a certain convergence of unemployment rates in Germany (Schwengler/Loibl 2010). However, with respect to structural differences between the regions this convergence will only be a transitional phenomenon.

In any case the asymmetric consequences of the crisis were advantageous for the German labour market. Existing disparities were not fortified and structural unemployment did not become more severe. Many firms affected by the crisis had the financial power and the incentive to counteract the consequences of the crisis by their own efforts.

**Work arrangements**

As already mentioned the sector Financing/Housing/Business-Related Services was largely affected by job losses due to the financial crisis. One specific and quantitatively important area of this sector is agency work which declined significantly since the beginning of the financial crisis. For firms agency work offers a high degree of numerical flexibility according to fluctuations in demand. While agency workers are statistically counted in the Financing/Housing/Business-Related Service sector, manufacturing companies use agency work more often than service companies and public employers (Crimmann et al. 2009). Since the 1990s agency work continuously increased. Deregulation of agency work took place several times (Antoni/Jahn 2009). As part of the Hartz-reforms a major change was implemented in 2004. At the end of the last upswing in 2008, the level of agency work reached its present peak (see figure 8). As a consequence of the financial crisis and its impact on manufacturing agency work dropped dramatically. So, agency work can be seen as a flexibility reserve that protects the core workers to a certain extent. Currently the number of agency workers is increasing again.

![Figure 8: Agency work in Germany, 1993-2009](Total numbers and rate of employment covered by social security)

Compared with agency work fixed-term contracts as a share of all employed have been reduced at a much lower extent. The share of fixed-term contracts as part of all dependent employed dropped from 9.3 per cent in 2008 to 8.8 per cent in 2009 as data from the German establishment panel show. This can also be explained by the sector composition of fixed-term contracts, which are mainly used in the service sector less affected by the financial crisis. In addition, fixed-term contracts are not offering numerical flexibility to an extent agency works does but often serve as a prolonged probationary period. In doing so they are a stepping stone to standard-work arrangements – almost half of all fixed-term contracts in Germany lead into permanent employment (Hohendanner 2010).

The sector effects of the crisis also influence the composition of work arrangements in another respect. Part-time employment increased further from 33.8 per cent in 2008 to 34.6 per cent in 2009. For the next two years further increases are expected (Fuchs et al. 2010, see also figure A2). This development is partly due to job losses in manufacturing with a typically high share of full-time employment and job gains in services where a higher share of part-time employment is common. A shift-share analysis\(^6\) shows that approximately one third of the decrease of full-time employment can be associated with the shift of employment from manufacturing to services and the remainder is explained by the change in the composition of full-time and part-time jobs (table 1). Part-time work increased due to a positive share effect which exceeds the negative shift effect by far.

| Table 1: Changes in full- and part-time employment in Germany, 1st quarter 2008 – 1st quarter 2010 (Shift effect as a percentage of total change in thousands) |
|---|---|---|---|---|
| | 1st Quarter 2008 | 1st Quarter 2008/Share | 1st Quarter 2010 | 1st Quarter 2010/Share |
| Part-time | 12106 | 0.34 | 12338 | 0.35 |
| Full-time | 23609 | 0.66 | 23113 | 0.65 |
| Total | 35715 | 1 | 35451 | 1 |
| | Shift Effect | + | Share Effect | + | Interaction Effect | = | Total Effect |
| Part-time | Total | -89.49 | 323.88 | -2.39 | 232 |
| | % of total | -38.6% | 139.6% | -1.0% | 100.0% |
| Full-time | Total | -174.51 | -323.88 | 2.39 | -496 |
| | % of total | -35.18% | -65.30% | +0.48% | 100.00% |


Source: IAB, own calculations.

\(^6\) A shift-share analysis (Dunn 1960) deconstructs the changes in employment from 1st quarter 2008 to 1st quarter 2010 by holding the composition of full and part-time employment constant.
Labour turnover

Typically recessions are associated with a slowdown of labour turnover. This is true for the downswing between 2001 and 2005 as well as for the recent financial crisis (see figure 9). In addition, the data indicate that the level of labour turnover decreased over time. There might be two reasons for this trend: First, firms may be aiming at more employment stability of qualified core workers because they are aware of labour shortages which are increasingly visible in boom periods and may be even more severe in the foreseeing future due to demographic change and the expected shrinkage of the labour force. Second, workers may be risk averse and tending to avoid job changes due to labour market reforms which particularly reduced the level of unemployment benefits for long-term beneficiaries.

**Figure 9: GDP and labour turnover rate* in Germany, 1st Quarter 1996 – 4th Quarter 2009**

(Growth rates compared to the previous quarter and turnover rate per quarter)

* The labour turnover rate relates the sum of recruitments and terminations to the absolute number of employed persons and thus is a measure for labour market dynamics.

Flow analyses further show that job losses related to the crisis were not mainly due to an increased level of terminations but to a significantly lower level of recruitments (see figure 10). Recent surveys indicate that companies which are affected by the crisis state that their most important response to a lacking demand is to reduce hiring (Heckmann et al. 2009, Möller 2009). Indeed an analysis of labour market flows shows that there were only minor entries to the labour market during the crisis (Rothe 2010). This negatively affects outsiders because the labour market cannot absorb as much job seekers as it did prior to the crisis. This is particularly relevant for unemployed who are trying to enter the labour market.

---

**Figure 10: Recruitments and terminations in Germany, 1st quarter 1997 – 4th quarter 2009**

(Thousands per quarter)


---

7 See also Cazes et al. (2009) for a discussion with respect to the situation in the United States.
The German system distinguishes between unemployed who are supported by the unemployment insurance (Social Code III) and unemployed receiving a tax-financed, means-tested unemployment assistance (Social Code II). The financial crisis affected both groups by reducing the respective probabilities to find a job (see figure A3). Nevertheless, unemployed receiving the means-tested benefit unemployment benefit II (UB II, Arbeitslosengeld II) have a much lower probability to enter the regular labour market than those who receive the insurance based unemployment benefit I (UB I, Arbeitslosengeld I). As a consequence the crisis worsened the employment prospects for the former group because during the economic recovery the more competitive unemployed receiving UB I are likely to find jobs first.

**Development of Working Hours**

Up to now we have concentrated on labour market impacts with regard to the level of employment that all in all did not decrease in line with GDP in the course of the crisis. Nevertheless it is not clear that the volume of work did not considerably decrease either. Therefore the latter findings shall be complemented by an analysis of the changes in working hours.

Figure 11 depicts the development of GDP, employment, and total hours worked. It shows for Germany that employment and total hours worked are less volatile than output, while employment measured in total hours worked is more volatile than employment measured in heads. This is true for the period between 1991 and 2009 but in particular when considering the consequences of the financial crisis. With respect to the increasing costs of external flexibility, firms face incentives to increase internal work flexibility by varying working hours or the intensity of labour input over the business cycle.

*Figure 11: GDP, employment and total hours worked in Germany, 2nd quarter 1991 – 2nd quarter 2010*  
(Growth rates compared to the previous quarter in per cent, seasonally adjusted)

Source: Federal Statistical Office, IAB, own calculations.
Total hours worked can be decomposed into total employed and average hours worked per employed. Figure 12 illustrates the development of total hours worked and GDP. Since the German reunification there has never been a reduction of average hours worked per employee like in the year 2009.

The reduction in total hours worked differs between full-time and part-time employment. The reduction of average working hours per full-time employed was much higher than for part-time employed, although both developments exhibit a trough in the 2nd quarter 2009 (see figure A4).

There are also different developments of working hours on the industry level. Table 2 reveals that most industries were not affected by considerable changes in hours worked between 2007 and the 4th quarter 2009. However, there is one important exception. In manufacturing total hours worked (−9.0 per cent) as well as working hours per salaried worker (−8.0 per cent) decreased to a large extent. Comparing the 2nd quarter 2009 with the same quarter of the previous year the response was even stronger. During this period which particularly covers the peak of the economic slowdown total hours worked in manufacturing went down by 14.7 per cent whereas average hours worked per salaried worker decreased by 12.4 per cent.

**Figure 12: GDP and average hours worked per employed in Germany, 1991-2009**

(Growth rates compared to previous year in per cent)

Source: Federal Statistical Office, IAB, own calculations.
Of special importance in this context is the change in working hours of salaried workers. Not only because salaried workers represent nearly 90 per cent of the employed. In addition, average working hours of self-employed and related family workers decreased much more slightly between 2008 and 2009 than of salaried workers. Whereas the average working hours of self-employed and related family workers went up by 9.9 hours (from 2,038.8 hours in 2008 to 2,048.7 hours in 2009) the average working hours of salaried workers (including multiple job holders) were reduced by 41.3 hours (see table 2).

A decomposition based on data of the Institute for Employment Research (IAB) indicates that mainly five components contributed to the reduction in working hours of salaried workers (see figure 13): shorter weekly working hours, an increase in part-time employment, a reduction of paid overtime, a phasing-down of working-time accounts and a stronger use of short-time work. The most important component is associated with the strong use of short-time work in 2009, which amounts to minus 13.4 hours a year. The structural component of an increasing share of part-time employment contributed 7.5 hours to the reduction of working hours. Of great importance were shorter weekly working hours (minus 10.1 hours a year), a reduction of paid overtime (minus 7.9 hours a year), and a phasing down of working-time accounts (minus 7.0 hours a year). Though short-time work explains an important part of the strong reduction of working hours but it is not the major factor. About two third of the total change in working hours per year can be attributed to non-subsidised types of working time flexibility.

To sum up, several indicators show that the German labour market has been affected by the financial crisis. However, compared to earlier recessions and in contrast to many other countries in the Western world it has not shown a strong reaction in terms of aggregate employment and unemployment figures. Obviously firms have not immediately adjusted their work force in line with the decline in the demand for their products. This indicates that adjustment strategies on the firm level have mattered a lot in stabilising employment.
3. Stabilising employment on the firm level

In general, firms can attain flexibility in different ways. They may adjust labour by hiring and firing workers or vary working hours as well as productivity per hour. In times of recession stabilising of employment on the firm level would then mean to avoid dismissals as far as possible and at the same time use internal mechanisms to maintain workers. An important distinction in this respect can be made between external numerical flexibility and internal numerical flexibility (Atkinson 1984; Atkinson/Meager 1986).\(^8\) External numerical flexibility refers to the adjustment of the number of workers. Although in Germany production significantly decreased as a consequence of the financial crisis firms avoid external adjustment to a large extent. Obviously, internal flexibility has mattered a lot in stabilising employment. There are two options to achieve internal numerical flexibility in a recession: One is to lower working hours of workers already employed within the firm and the other is to reduce at least temporarily productivity per hour. The first-mentioned is also known as working time flexibility, the latter as labour hoarding in a narrow sense.

---

\(^{8}\) Atkinson (1984) also notes that there can be two other types of flexibility. First, functional flexibility refers to the extent workers can be transferred to different activities and tasks within the firm. It can be attained by organisational changes and training workers. Second, wage flexibility means that wages are not negotiated on a collective level, e.g. by using assessment based pay systems or individual performance wages.
In the following sections we will identify which types of internal numerical flexibility have played a role in stabilising the German labour market. We will also discuss the implications of internal numerical flexibility on the macro level and problems which may be associated with such a strategy. As already mentioned working time flexibility is one of the core options to stabilise employment. In some cases it might be regarded as an independent profit maximising strategy of firms (chapter 3.1). The firm’s choices might be influenced by agreements on more centralised levels. In Germany negotiations between employers and work councils or between unions and employer’s associations were leading to so-called “alliances for jobs” or company level pacts for employment. They may refer to adjustment in working hours as well as wages (chapter 3.2). Also legal institutions and public policies obviously influence the firms’ decisions concerning the labour input. Especially short-time work has been a very important and widely used instrument to secure jobs, so we will discuss it in greater detail (chapter 3.3). Internal numerical flexibility has implications on the macro level because it influences labour utilisation. Therefore, the development of labour productivity needs to be analysed more deeply (chapter 3.4). In a further step we will discuss whether the obviously large use of internal numerical flexibility in German firms during the course of the crisis can be interpreted as labour hoarding. In addition we will ask for reasons for the firms’ behaviour (chapter 3.5). To conclude we will discuss possible problems and side effects that might come along with the German way of dealing with the crisis (chapter 3.6).

3.1 Working time flexibility

Internal numerical flexibility is a potential alternative to external adjustment. In this respect working time flexibility plays a major role. Figure 13 already showed that in Germany working hours were reduced by several means. Three of them are going to be addressed in this section because they can be seen as independent decisions by firms and do not imply direct subsidies such as in the case of short-time work (see chapter 3.3). The section starts with the issue of overtime followed by working time accounts and weekly working hours.

Working overtime

In the German labour market overtime still plays an important role. In 2009, paid overtime represented 2.3 per cent of the labour volume. On average each employee worked 38.4 hours paid overtime a year. Paid overtime offers some flexibility to the firm, thereby showing a clear cyclical component. It is used more often in times of economic boom and less in times of recession. This can also be illustrated by considering the consequences of the financial crisis. Figure 14 depicts a strong reduction in paid overtime in particular in the 1st quarter of 2009 and therefore almost at the peak of the crisis measured by the loss in GDP. However, the overall measurement of overtime is to some extent imprecise. While paid overtime can be well captured by the data, unpaid overtime is underreported in administrative data and surveys. Therefore cyclical variations of working hours might be underestimated in the available data.

While still being used to a considerable degree, paid overtime lost its importance during the last decade. For example, in 2001 paid overtime had a share of 3.5 per cent of the labour volume and employees even worked 59.4 hours paid overtime a year. The decrease in paid overtime can partly be attributed to the creation and use of measures of working time flexibility. For example, additional flexibility has been achieved by collective agreements concerning (cyclical) variations of working hours and the increasing use of working time accounts.
Working time accounts

According to Zapf/Brehmer (2010) 51 per cent of all German employees dispose of working time accounts. Therefore, working time accounts are increasingly used to deal with short-run fluctuations in demand (Bellmann/Gerner 2010). They allow for increasing working hours during times of high demand. The accounts act as a buffer stock which can be spent to reduce working time during periods of lower activity. In doing so, real labour costs are shifted from a period of high production activity to a period of low production activity. This guarantees income stability for workers although they are facing fluctuations of working hours.

IAB data show that such accounts played an important role as a buffer during the course of the financial crisis. Figure 15 illustrates changes on working time accounts between the 1st Quarter of 2008 and the 1st Quarter of 2010. Especially in the 4th Quarter of 2008 and the 1st Quarter of 2009 the accounts were phased down to a considerable extent. However, reductions went on further and there is evidence that some firms even allow accounts to be negative (Zapf/Brehmer 2010). In these cases employees will have to work longer hours in the period of economic recovery in order to compensate their debt in hours and to build up new assets.
Reduction of weekly working hours

In Germany the length of weekly working hours depends largely on collective agreements. In general, firm-specific arrangements are oriented towards those regulations. But in recent years weekly working hours have become more flexible particularly in manufacturing. Collective agreements as well as firm-specific alliances for jobs allow longer working hours during peak periods of demand and shorter hours during recessions under the condition that the contracted working time is maintained on average over a defined period. Figure 16 illustrates the development of average weekly working hours during the period 1st Quarter 2008 and 1st Quarter 2010 depicting total employment as well as on full-time employment. Significant reductions of average weekly working hours took place in the 4th Quarter of 2008 and the 1st Quarter of 2009. The strongest reductions of average weekly working hours compared to the same quarter of the previous year can be observed between the 1st Quarter 2009 and the 3rd Quarter 2009.

The reduction of weekly working hours comes at an expense for workers, employers, and the state. Lower working hours imply lower taxes as well as fewer social security revenues. Workers experience lower gross and net wages and for employers lower hours are associated with a lower utilisation of capacities which will reduce their profits.

Source: Federal Statistical Office and IAB.
Figure 16: GDP and average weekly working hours in Germany
1st Quarter 2005 – 1st Quarter 2010
(Growth rates and changes in hours compared to the previous quarter)

Source: Federal Statistical Office and IAB.

3.2. Company-level pacts for employment

Efforts on the company level to maintain jobs may be supported by the social partners. In the mid of the 1990s so-called company-level pacts for employment (or alliances for jobs) emerged in Germany. They aim at overcoming a company’s crisis and at increasing the firms’ competitiveness. Often opt-out clauses in agreements or cases of hardship are used by companies to implement such alliances. In most cases such pacts need the consent of the social partners.

The German IAB Establishment Panel indicates that in 2009 approximately 16 per cent of all workers were employed in companies with alliances for jobs. In companies with 250 workers or more the share reached almost 50 per cent (see figure 17).

Company-level pacts for employment or opt-out clauses in collective agreements consist of a two-side agreement that may have different contents like flexible working hours, short-term reductions of working hours, suspensions of yearly bonuses, holiday pay or wage increases, and even wage cuts.

If workers make allowances concerning wages or working hours and contribute to a reduction of labour costs, firms may dispense redundancies and both parties can benefit from the agreement. This mutual effort can be seen as an act of reciprocity or an investment in a long-term employment relationship strengthening the ties between workers and employees.
Studies show that the way of implementing those pacts is most important for its success. The agreement has to be judged as a fair deal especially by the employees to avoid negative consequences for working morale (Okun 1981, Blinder/Choi 1990, Greenberg 1990, Howitt 2002). In general, wage reductions are more likely to be judged unfair than working time reductions.

Finding solutions for securing jobs on the basis of a social dialogue may also be supported by the state. Since the beginning of the crisis German regulations offer a more generous assessment base for unemployment benefits. It was decided that income reductions resulting from a temporary reduction of wages or working hours are not relevant for the calculation of unemployment benefit I (UB I). Instead the initial income will be the basis for UBI so workers would not suffer from lower benefits in case of redundancy. This facilitates the conclusion of alliances for jobs and also increases the willingness of workers to temporarily accept lower working hours without any wage compensation.

In order to increase the firms’ competitiveness the parties may also arrange changes in the organization or the range of products. In many cases this is associated with additional training efforts. The IAB establishment panel reveals that in 2006 almost one quarter of alliances for jobs include training measures.

The effects of alliances for jobs are not clear-cut. Further studies show that there are positive employment impacts which are, however, statistically insignificant (Bellmann et al. 2008). But it should be mentioned that the reference period for the analyses was a period of economic boom which
means that we do not know how far the results also hold for the recent crisis. The analyses further indicate that alliances for jobs initiate internal training. However, firms who already offered internal training to a large extent before arranging an alliance were the driving forces.

### 3.3 Short-time work as a subsidised working time reduction

The state can also make working-time reductions more attractive and labour hoarding cheaper. The German short-time work (Kurzarbeit) is such a subsidy for working time reductions where the unemployment insurance partly compensates for workers’ income losses and the costs of firms to maintain workers. The magnitude of savings on the side of the firm depends on the concrete features of the short-time work scheme. Important issues in this respect are the duration of benefits replacing the former wage and possible direct subsidies, e.g. concerning social security contributions. Germany is one of the countries with a long tradition of short-time work. At the moment there are three types of short-time work, whereof cyclical short-time work has been of major relevance in the recent crisis:

- Cyclical short-time work (Konjunkturelle Kurzarbeit) in case of a temporary, unavoidable loss of employment due to economic factors or to an unavoidable event.
- Transitional short-time work (Transfer-Kurzarbeit) in case of a permanent loss of employment due to re-structuring measures on the establishment level.
- Seasonal short-time work (Saison-Kurzarbeit) in case of non-productive times due to weather conditions.

The conditions for cyclical short-time work have been changed in the course of the crisis making it more attractive to companies by extending the maximum duration, giving financial support for training schemes and reducing social security contributions. The expenditures for those measures were part of the stimulus packages (see chapter 4.1). Table 3 offers information about the requirements of cyclical short-time work.

The benefits of short-time work schemes for firms are obviously similar to measures of internal flexibility. The additional advantage is that state subsidies reduce labour costs immediately. But it is important to understand that the costs of short-time work are not solely born by the state with respect to wage-related tax losses and the unemployment insurance with respect to benefit payments. Employees accept a reduction of their net income. Firms have to deal with a lower capital utilisation and they have to carry remaining costs such as social security contributions for the reduced working hours or the wage pay during vacation (Crimmann et al. 2009). For Germany, Bach/Spitznagel (2009) estimate that the remaining costs for firms amount to up to 35 per cent of the usual labour costs.

The companies can only benefit from the costly retention of workers if the reduction in working hours is temporary and if the affected workers do not leave the firm voluntarily. We also need to assume that laid-off workers may not return to their employer even in the absence of a short-time work scheme. Such ‘recalls’ are used for significant shares of workers in countries where temporary layoffs are feasible (Kruppe/Mosley 1996).

In 2009 on average about 1.1 million people worked short-time (including cyclical, transitional and seasonal short-time work). This was the highest intensity of use – measured in number and shares of all employees – since the beginning of the 1990s (see figure 18). At that time short-time work was used as an additional instrument of the social security network to dampen the structural consequences of German unification. The use of short-time work during the earlier recession from 2002 to 2003 was much lower than during the recent financial crisis.
Table 3: Requirements for the use of cyclical short-time work and recent changes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirements for use</th>
<th>Pre-crisis regulations (since 1997)</th>
<th>Recent Changes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Significant unavoidable loss of work</td>
<td>Temporary loss of work due to economic reasons.</td>
<td>No or minor changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Other options of internal flexibility need to be utilized.</td>
<td>January 2009: Under certain conditions working time accounts need not necessarily be reduced.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>At least one third of the staff must be affected.</td>
<td>February 2009 until March 2012: Compensation can be granted even if the firm is not able to provide full employment to at least one jobholder.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Estimated loss of income for the entire staff of at least 10 p.c.</td>
<td>No or minor changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requirements to the establishment</td>
<td>At least one regularly employed jobholder.</td>
<td>No or minor changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Good chance that firm returns to regular working hours.</td>
<td>January 2009: Under certain circumstances short-time work can also be granted to agency workers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual requirements</td>
<td>Employment contract need to be maintained.</td>
<td>No or minor changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Short-time worker is obliged to accept job offers from Federal Employment Agency.</td>
<td>No or minor changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Excluded are recipients of unemployment benefits or subsistence allowances while participating in publicly financed training measures.</td>
<td>No or minor changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notification</td>
<td>Employers or works councils are obliged to notify the estimated loss of work to the local employment agency.</td>
<td>No or minor changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social security contributions</td>
<td>Contributions are reduced to 80 p.c. for the loss of working hours.</td>
<td>No or minor changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Employers have to bear the full amount.</td>
<td>February 2009: Federal Employment Agency covers 50 p.c. of the contributions for the loss of work. Costs of training measures can be reimbursed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>July 2009 until March 2012: Agency covers 100 p.c. of the contributions for the loss of work from the seventh month of short-time work.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of benefits</td>
<td>Maximum duration of six months.</td>
<td>January 2007 until June 2007: 15 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>July 2007 until December 2008: 18 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>January 2009 until December 2009: 24 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>January 2010 until December 2010: 18 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level of benefits</td>
<td>60 p.c. of the net wage loss due to shorter hours.</td>
<td>No or minor changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>67 p.c. with at least one dependent child.</td>
<td>No or minor changes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Social Code III, as amended from time to time.
Cyclical short-time work is used most intensely in manufacturing and in Western Germany, in highly competitive sectors and regions with a previously good employment record. Therefore, the patterns of short-time work fit our description of the initial economic situation and the nature of the crisis.

Most cyclical short-time workers are employed in firms with 200 and more employees. Furthermore, we can show that larger firms use cyclical short-time work more often than smaller firms. One reason is that it’s easier for larger firms to adjust their employment and to use the instrument because of their economies of scale. Another reason is that larger firms in the manufacturing sector are more export-oriented – that’s why they are more affected by the global decline in sales due to the crisis. However, if smaller firms decide to use short-time work the share of short-time workers within these firms is quite higher than in larger firms (Bechmann et al. 2010).

There is a clear indication that firms used short-time work as a means of partly financing working time reductions in the recent crisis. A mix of strategies should build a bridge over the crisis, making their workers return to their job on regular working hours.

Based on an average loss of 36 per cent of the working time the amount of short-time work corresponds to about 340,000 full-time employers in 2009. As some of the short-time workers are

---

9 See figures A5 to A11 and Crimmann et al. (2010) for more detailed information on cyclical short-time work.
employed on a part-time basis, the calculated effect of short-time work on securing employment is likely to be slightly higher. Often full-time equivalents are put on a level with its impact on the labour market. But this equation overestimates the incremental employment effects of the programme. It fails to take windfall profits into consideration. A certain amount of displacement can take place, as both viable and non-viable firms are supported during the crisis (see chapter 3.5). In addition, it also assumes that the mere alternative to short-time work is non-employment and disregards that in some cases dismissals may not be avoided through short-time work but only postponed (Kruppe/Mosley 1996).

Since February 2009 the Federal Employment Agency will cover 100 per cent of social security contributions if short-time workers are trained at the same time. However, this combined instrument was not widely accepted by firms. Less than one 1/7 of the establishments using short-time – mostly the bigger ones – had at least one short-time worker who took part in a subsidised training measure at the same time (Bechmann et al. 2010). There are several reasons for the comparatively low use of training measures (see also figure 19). Due to the corresponding wage cuts workers often prefer leisure time instead of training. In general, it was difficult to find suitable training schemes which fit to the workers’ needs as well as to the operating requirements of the firm. In addition, in July 2009 the government extended the full coverage of social security contributions to all short-time work cases lasting longer than six months. Therefore, the financial incentive for firms to use the simultaneous measure of short-time work and training decreased relatively.

### 3.4 Macroeconomic implications: Labour utilisation and labour productivity

Having in mind the observation of a strong internal numerical flexibility in Germany it is important to evaluate what these adjustment processes meant for labour productivity. Figure 20 depicts the development of labour productivity per person and per hour as a measure of the utilisation of labour input. Labour productivity per hour has been higher than its per-person counterpart for most of the period. An important explanation for this is the persistent downward trend in total hours worked. As a consequence of the financial crisis both labour productivity per person and labour productivity per hour have decreased significantly to all-time lows. The pro-cyclical behaviour of labour productivity per person reflects the observation that employment adjusts less than output over the cycle. Time lags may be caused by labour market institutions like employment protection legislation as well as labour market imperfections both leading to increasing costs of hiring and firing. Another reason might be that workers produce less in times of recession and more in times of economic boom (de Koning 1989, Franz 2006).

---

10 Training measures must be certified by the Federal Employment Agency.
With respect to the recent crisis we observe a strong decline of labour utilisation which is in line with our results concerning the observed mix of external and internal flexibility. The strong decrease of labour productivity per employee is not surprising bearing in mind that companies did not engage in layoffs in line with the decline in the demand for their products.

But as we see in figure 20 labour productivity per hour also declined despite the strong drop in working hours.

Developments of labour productivity suggest a surprisingly strong level of labour hoarding which means that current employment is higher than required employment (Blankart 1973). However, the problem with this straightforward definition of labour hoarding is that the amount of required employment is hard to evaluate from an outsider’s perspective. So the firm’s adjustment of labour input might be a better way to approach the phenomenon of labour hoarding: we observe labour hoarding when firms do not immediately adjust labour input in line with the demand of their products and in particular allow their utilisation of labour to vary over the business cycle (Taylor 1982). This may again result in a reduction of total hours worked and a reduction of work intensity, or lead to a lower productivity per head and per working hour (Bosworth/Westaway 1990). Figure 20 shows that labour hoarding in terms of a lower utilisation of labour input has played a role in safeguarding jobs in Germany during the recent crisis.
In order to assess the impact of the financial crisis on the labour market and particularly the role of labour hoarding, we need to ask how far below its long-run level labour utilisation is. In this respect labour productivity can be used as a proxy for labour utilisation. However, a linear trend is not necessarily a good measure of the long-run utilisation of the workforce (Felices 2003). A straight trend line might not properly represent the long-run behaviour of labour productivity. We assume that a time-varying trend is a more suitable measure for changes in labour productivity over time. A Hodrick-Prescott filter provides an estimation of such a time-varying trend (Hodrick/Prescott 1997). Figures 21 and 22 show the deviations between labour productivity and its fitted trend. Positive differences from the trend representing values above the zero line indicate an increasing labour intensity or labour hoarding below its long-run trend. Similarly, labour hoarding in terms of an underutilisation of the workforce occurs when negative differences from the trend can be observed. Since reunification this has happened several times (e.g. 1993 Quarters I–IV, 1994 Quarters II-III, 2004 Quarters I–2005 IV) but there has never been a negative deviation of labour utilisation from the long-term trend at the level which has been reached during the recent crisis.

**Figure 20: GDP growth and labour productivity in Germany**

*2nd Quarter 1991 – 2nd Quarter 2010*

(Percentage changes compared to the previous quarter, seasonally adjusted)

Source: Federal Statistical Office, IAB, own calculations.
Labour utilisation may differ significantly between industries. Using the same procedure as for the economy as a whole the sector analyses reveal that particularly during the recent crisis we can identify industries with either a higher or a lower level of labour being hoarded. We distinguish between primary, secondary, and tertiary sector and five industries: Manufacturing, Construction, Trade/Hotels/Restaurants/Transport, Financing/Housing/Business-related services, and Public/Private services. The results reveal that the secondary and tertiary sectors and within these sectors particularly the industries Manufacturing and Trade/Hotels/Restaurants/Transport have recently shown large negative deviations of labour utilisation from the long-term trend (see table 4). We can therefore assume that especially firms in these industries may have used labour hoarding in order to retain workers.
Table 4: Cyclical component of labour productivity per head* by industry in Germany
(Growth rates compared to previous year in per cent)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primärer Sektor</td>
<td>-3.4</td>
<td>-7.8</td>
<td>-9.6</td>
<td>-8.9</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>-0.6</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sekundärer Sektor</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>-3.9</td>
<td>-13.6</td>
<td>-7.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Produzierende Gewerbe ohne Baugewerbe</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>-3.4</td>
<td>-15.7</td>
<td>-16.0</td>
<td>-8.9</td>
<td>-3.1</td>
<td>-1.9</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baugewerbe</td>
<td>-5.4</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>-4.1</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tertiärer Sektor</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>-0.9</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>-1.5</td>
<td>-2.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leicht</td>
<td>Chemiewirtschaft und Verkehr</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>-7.1</td>
<td>-2.4</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>-2.9</td>
<td>-8.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finanzierung, Vermietung und Unternehmenstreuhand</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>-1.0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>-1.1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>-0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Öffentliche und private Dienstleister</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>-1.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>-0.7</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alle Sektoren</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>-2.6</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Cyclical component calculated using a Hodrick-Prescott filter with the smoothing parameter $\lambda=1600$.  
Source: Federal Statistical Office, IAB, own calculations.

Figure 22: Labour utilisation based on labour productivity per head in Germany
1st Quarter 1991 – 2nd Quarter 2010
(Cyclical component*, seasonally adjusted)

* Cyclical component calculated using a Hodrick-Prescott filter with the smoothing parameter $\lambda=1600$. 
Source: Federal Statistical Office, IAB, own calculations.
Changes in labour productivity used as a proxy for labour utilisation cover variations of labour hoarding to a certain extent. But there are drawbacks which need to be mentioned. Interpreting changes in labour productivity per head or per hour over time as a more or less intensive use of labour input underestimates the changing influence of non-cyclical movements in labour utilisation. Labour productivity is also affected by other factors of production, e.g. cyclical movements in total factor productivity, changes in the capital stock and its utilisation, as well as varying returns associated with different inputs (Basu/Fernald 2000). Variations in labour productivity might also be affected by the measurement of GDP. A reliable measurement of labour productivity implies being able to measure labour input properly. Aggregate output includes only regular production or marketable output and more or less neglects other meaningful work which might be important for future production, such as painting the factory, machine maintenance or internal training. This kind of work which does not formally contribute to aggregate output can be of particular importance during recessions. In some industries even more labour input may be needed to sell the same amount of services, for example in logistics, or it may take the same amount of labour to serve a smaller number of people, e.g. in restaurants, theatres or cinemas. Labour productivity could therefore also decrease due to the specificities of certain tasks or due to problems in output measurement, and not solely because of firms hoarding labour. In addition, there are problems in estimating the level of productivity per hour and per head properly. We already pointed out that the measurement of working hours is to some extent imprecise which means cyclical variations in working hours might be underestimated in the available data. This would imply that labour productivity per hour is overestimated in recessions and underestimated in boom periods.

Nevertheless, using labour productivity as a proxy for labour utilisation reveals that labour hoarding played a not negligible role during previous recessions and did so in the recent crisis, too.

3.5 Conditions favouring internal flexibility and labour hoarding

As we have seen working time reductions play an important role in counteracting the impact of the crisis on the German labour market. In addition to these internal measures we observe a strong decline of labour productivity per head and per hour below the long-run trend on the macroeconomic level.

At first sight maintaining jobs at a level not necessary for the current production level (labour hoarding) is an economic anomaly. From a perspective of profit maximisation in a world with homogeneous labour and without transaction costs labour hoarding at the establishment level can hardly be explained. Under these circumstances, an underutilisation of labour means that companies stand to the right of their labour demand curve, so they fail to minimise costs at a given production volume. Competition would cause these companies to disappear from the markets.

So we need at least to find plausible explanations for the firm’s behaviour: What makes internal flexibility so attractive? And beyond that, why do German firms engage in labour hoarding, suffering from a strong decline of labour productivity instead of separating from a part of their workforce?¹¹

To shed light on this behaviour we should remember that real-life markets are much more complex and companies’ decisions on hiring and firing are made on a broader basis than just weighing up actual wage rates and marginal productivity (de Koning 1989). This is rational because a pure strategy of external flexibility implies various transaction costs (Arrow 1970, Brechling 1965, Bowers/Deaton/Turk 1982, Horning 1994). Firms will face search costs when demand for their goods rises again and they need to hire new employees. In addition, costs will be incurred for setting up the labour contract and conducting job training (Bentolila/Bertola 1990). Besides there are benefits of labour hoarding resulting from the employment relationship itself. If tasks are highly firm-specific the

¹¹ The following arguments hold for internal flexibility as well as for labour hoarding. For reasons of simplicity we refer to labour hoarding throughout the section.
termination of an employment contract is accompanied by a loss of important firm-specific knowledge which will be time consuming and costly to regain (Oi 1962, Becker 1975, Williamson et al. 1975). Obviously these arguments will be more relevant for high-skilled workers with complex tasks than for low-skilled people engaged in routine jobs (Kruppe/Mosley 1996).

Moreover, labour contracts are incomplete by nature and informal rules or social norms play an important role for the effectiveness of labour relations. This becomes more and more important in knowledge societies where tasks are complex and input-output relations are difficult to monitor. Here, principal-agent problems are difficult to handle by means of financial incentives or sanctions, and trust and reciprocity are important ways of enhancing work effort (Akerlof 1982, Fehr/Gächter 2000). These informal mechanisms need a long-term relationship to evolve and become stable (Buttler/Walwei 1993, Marsden 1995). If the employment contract becomes relational (Macneil 1974) which means that the labour relation itself has a value, the costs of lay-offs will increase further, resulting in an irreversible loss of firm-specific and relational capital. This does not only affect the specific employment contract – the loss of trust may spill over and destroy reciprocal behaviour on a broader basis among the remaining staff. In addition, the company’s reputation as a reliable employer is weakened, which might induce quitting and hamper future recruitment (Okun 1981). In contrast, labour hoarding is an approach that is complementary to norms of reciprocity and trust, because it signals that firms are willing to invest in safeguarding a stable employment relationship. In doing so, a high level of work motivation can be sustained.

Besides these factors stemming from the employment relationship itself, there are other factors favourable to labour hoarding in Germany. They have to do with the initial labour market conditions before the crisis and the nature of the shock, with labour market institutions and with direct state intervention.

The overall labour market situation at the beginning of the crisis

There are more factors influencing the level of transaction costs, e.g. the overall labour market situation. When there has been a period of difficulties with respect to the supply of labour in specific sectors in the past, firms will expect long periods of vacancies and thus high recruitment costs. Under such circumstances transactions costs go up and labour hoarding becomes plausible up to a certain degree. In particular with regard to skilled workers there are incentives for labour hoarding because these are the workers that will be needed urgently during the (next) upswing (James/Thomas 1998).

The decision not to dismiss core workers may also reflect recent skill shortages in those regions or industries mainly hit by the crisis. Indeed the German economy, particularly manufacturing companies of Western Germany, experienced difficulties to recruit highly skilled labour during the last economic upswing. Examples for scarcities are engineers and other technical staff requiring an academic degree or an apprenticeship. So the companies are aware of an upcoming recruitment problem, expect increasing hiring costs in the future and thus may be willing to preserve jobs in these sectors and occupations. This is even more important because the crisis is especially affecting regions and sectors which have exhibited a comparatively good labour performance during the recent past: highly competitive and export-oriented manufacturing industries (Möller 2009). The German Vacancy Survey indicates that especially firms particularly affected by the crisis report skill shortages prior to the crisis (see figure 23).

The more those companies expect a recovery of their orders, the more they are willing to maintain core workers. And they are also able to do so as many of the affected companies had earned good profits in the economic upswing. This is also indicated by strong positive deviations of labour productivity from its long-term trend during this period (see figures 21 and 22). For this reason they are able to bear the costs of labour hoarding at least for some time without danger of bankruptcy.
So far, wage development thus facilitated new recruitments and contributed to the increase in employment.

Figure 24 shows on an aggregated macroeconomic level that labour costs per hour increased only moderately and even did not exhaust the employment-neutral macroeconomic distributional scope resulting from changes in labour productivity. Especially during the last boom from 2005 to 2008 the development of labour costs per hour stayed well below the macroeconomic distributional scope. The wage development thus facilitated new recruitments and contributed to the increase in employment.

Wage moderation

Since the year 2000 wages have increased only slowly in Germany. This wage moderation was further strengthened by the labour market reforms between 2002 and 2005. As a consequence of these reforms the unemployed are willing to accept jobs at a lower wage level. For analysing the employment decision of firms, the development of labour productivity has to be weighed against the wage development. If productivity goes up there will also be room for wage increases without the need to lay off workers.
The ongoing wage moderation also improved the competitiveness of German companies on the world markets. While unit labour costs in the Euro zone and the OECD showed an upward trend the German unit labour costs remained quite stable during the last decade and even show periods of decreasing numbers falling behind the baseline of the year 2000. Again it is striking that the boom period from 2005 to 2008 was not accompanied by rising unit labour costs.

With respect to the economic crisis wage moderation endowed the firms with resources for securing their staff and reduced the pressure on redundancies or on reducing labour costs (Boysen-Hogrefe/Groll 2010). Because labour hoarding comes along with a decline in productivity, a strong rise in unit labour costs and temporary over-utilisation of the distributional scope can be observed from the end of 2008 in figures 24 and 25.
Institutional features of the labour market

When looking at the transmission of shocks from goods markets to the labour market we typically observe some kind of a time lag. Obvious reasons are institutional features of the labour market. The length of the delayed labour market response to shocks on the goods markets depends, for example, on the strictness of employment protection for standard work arrangements and the way more flexible work arrangements such as agency work or fixed-term contracts are legislated (see also chapter 2).

Germany is a country with a long tradition of social partnership and workers participation. Associated with this it provides workers with a high level of employment security. Compared to other OECD countries employment protection legislation is quite strict with respect to standard work arrangements while the deregulation of temporary work led to a decreasing index and contributed a more intense use of these work arrangements (see Venn 2009 and figure A12). Germany comes third in a ranking of the OECD countries according to the strictness of their protection of permanent workers against (individual) dismissals. Thus, to a certain degree labour hoarding is unavoidable on an institutionalised labour market like in Germany.

Indeed, we observe different labour market reactions in an international comparison. Countries with weak employment protection like the United States and Ireland or with a comparatively large proportion of fixed-term contracts like Spain showed a quick and strong reaction with respect to employment. In contrast the labour market response in countries with strict employment protection like Germany, Austria or the Netherlands has remained fairly small bearing in mind the sharp decrease in GDP (see figure 26).
In Germany, employment protection implies stable employment relationships for core workers which were maintained during the financial crisis. On the other hand, the more flexible use of agency work offers some external flexibility. In addition, German companies established further functional equivalents for external numerical flexibility. New instruments of internal flexibility such as working time accounts at the establishment level allow for variations of working hours (see chapter 3.1).

In addition to employment protection and internal measures of flexibility the instrument of short-time work served as a stabiliser of employment relationships mitigating the transmission of the shock to the labour market. Although there is some access to short-time work for agency workers by now, it is the core workforce that benefits to a large degree.

**Interim conclusion**

There are thus several reasons for labour hoarding that can be derived from an institutional perspective as well as from market reasons and the logic of modern employment relationships. These benefits of labour hoarding have to be weighed against its costs, which are associated with lower labour productivity and a corresponding increase in unit labour costs. So the price for labour hoarding is a decreasing competitive position of the firm on the goods market in the short run. An important factor for this consideration is how long the firm expects the decline in demand to last. Labour hoarding will be more favourable when companies are facing only short-term declines in production, while expectations of a deep and long-lasting decline increase the likelihood of lay-offs and make
transaction cost arguments less important: labour hoarding tends to become inefficient. Output uncertainty is crucial in this respect and cannot really be avoided (de Koning 1989). If firms adjust their labour input to the levels of sales volume that may be achieved under favourable conditions, they run the risk of being left with unneeded workers. If they decide to reduce staff, they may be short of workers afterwards.

### 3.5 Negative side-effects of the German miracle?

Internal flexibility has the potential to secure core workers. But at the same time it creates a risk when it comes along with job freezes. In this case the expected level of new hires might be lower than it would have been otherwise. Labour market dynamics decrease and the employment intensity of growth is likely to be lower in the next upswing. Therefore, outsiders bear even more risks of human capital deviation while insiders in the core workforce are secure. This is especially a problem for less competitive workers such as long-term unemployed facing difficulties to enter the labour market.

Another side effect might stem from the high utilisation of short-time work. A crucial question for an assessment of short-time work is how far it could have been substituted by non-subsidized types of labour hoarding and how far displacement effects are of certain relevance. This question can, of course, not be answered by using macro data. There is also evidence that short-time work has partly contributed to labour hoarding. Nevertheless, firm data covering an earlier recession shows that short-time work was also used by firms which did not significantly expect an underutilisation of their capacities (Dietz et al. 2010).

This cannot at all be excluded in the case of the recent crisis especially with regard to the reforms leading to more generous short-time work schemes. Besides the financial incentives the new legislation also constitutes that other options of internal flexibility do not necessarily have to be exploited anymore before applying for short-time work (see table 3). So there is no sequence of phasing down working time accounts before using short-time work anymore, but different measures of working time reductions may be used simultaneously. This increases the portfolio of strategies for firms and improves their ability to react to the crisis but it should also lead to a stronger adoption of the subsidies and may imply a crowding out of non-subsidised activities.

Companies decide about labour hoarding on a cost-benefit ratio which in general does not include social costs of labour hoarding. Additional costs for the public may result, e.g. if short-time workers will be dismissed later on anyway or firms could have done without public aid.

Indeed firms not expecting a considerable decrease of sales used short-time work in the first six months of 2009 (see table 5). A remarkable finding is that within this group establishments using short-time work are more likely to have steady or increasing levels of employment. Furthermore the biggest part of them expected no significant change in employment from June 2009 to June 2010 (table 6). Of course, there might be reasons why these firms used short-time work in times of economic difficulties. E.g., certain parts of those companies may have been strongly affected by the crisis whereas others are still doing well. But also in these cases, the state should check whether the firm itself should be responsible for the necessary adjustments according to the principle of subsidiarity.

However, most firms using short-time work expected decreasing sales. But not all of them lost employment between 2008 and 2009. The shares of establishments using short-time work and expecting decreasing sales with increased or steady employment and of those with a decline in employment were equal. This may suggest that short-time work has an impact: probably there would have been even more lay-offs without the existence of the scheme. Nevertheless, a considerable part of these firms expects a further decline in employment from June 2009 to June 2010 (table 6). This means that in 2009 the use of short-time work alone did not ensure positive employment expectancies of the corresponding firms.
Table 5: Share of establishments with short-time work in the first six months of 2009, by subgroups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sales expectancies in 2009 compared to 2008</th>
<th>Change of employment from 2008 to 2009</th>
<th>Share</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Steady or increasing sales</td>
<td>Steady or increasing</td>
<td>20% (+/- 5.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Decreasing</td>
<td>12% (+/- 4.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decreasing sales</td>
<td>Steady or increasing</td>
<td>34% (+/- 6.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Decreasing</td>
<td>34% (+/- 6.0%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Weighted shares with estimated 95% confidence intervals for the number of establishments (taken from Fischer et al. (2008, p. 37). Only establishments with information about sales expectancy, employment in 2008 and 2009, and use of short-time work are considered (6% +/-0.5 of all observed establishments in 2009). Source: Stops (2010), IAB Establishment Panel.

Table 6: Share of establishments with short-time work in the first six months of 2009, by subgroups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sales expectancies in 2009 compared to 2008</th>
<th>Expectancies in changes of employment from June 2009 to June 2010</th>
<th>Share</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Steady or increasing sales</td>
<td>Increasing</td>
<td>3% (*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Steady</td>
<td>27% (+/- 5.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Decreasing</td>
<td>3% (*)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decreasing sales</td>
<td>Increasing</td>
<td>6% (+/- 3.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Steady</td>
<td>32% (+/- 6.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Decreasing</td>
<td>30% (+/- 6.0%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Weighted shares with estimated 95% confidence intervals for the number of establishments (taken from Fischer et al. (2008, p. 37). * Number of establishments observed is too small. Only these establishments with information about sales expectancy, expectancies in changes of employment from June 2009 to June 2010, and use of short-time work are considered (5% +/-0.5 of all establishments). Source: Stops (2010), IAB Establishment Panel.

To investigate the employment effects of short-time work a counterfactual situation would be needed. This means that firms which have used short-time work would have to be compared with “similar” firms in statistical terms which have not used the instrument. Given the data for Germany this is by no means an easy task – also because the intensity of utilisation on the firm level is not known. Nevertheless, Bellmann/Gerner (2010) made an attempt by using the German IAB Establishment Panel. However, they did not find any clear evidence for employment impacts of short-time work.

We conclude at this stage that it is not really known to what extent short-time work has really stabilised employment in Germany, but there are hints for positive impacts: nearly half of the establishments with negative sales expectancies and using short-time work at the same time keep their level of employment. It should also not be concealed that the use of short-time work seems to be almost independent from the economic situation of the establishment. Even firms with positive sales
expectancies used short-time work. In order to minimise windfall profits, one could think about more specific conditions for the use of short-time work. Especially better targeting seems to be an issue: one option would be to differentiate between firms suffering heavily from the crisis and firms being only marginally affected. Regulations could offer more generous subsidies and an easier access for the first group and less favourable conditions to the latter. The revised legislations in 2009 addressed heavily affected companies (defined as long-term users) by fully subsidising social security contributions. One may think of complementary regulations taking the (expected) economic situation of a firm into account. Nevertheless, there is a problem at that point in time when the decision for or against using short-time work has to be made: neither the firm nor the government knows whether the firm’s negative business expectations become true. One solution could be a combination of short-time work with a clause for repayment in the case of an unexpected better economic situation from an ex-post perspective.

4. Other policy actions to counteract the economic crisis

Besides short-time work the German government initiated other policy actions in order to counteract the implications of the economic crisis. Of outstanding importance were the securing of private savings, the rescue of banks affected by the financial crisis and the fiscal stimulus packages. In addition, labour market policies need to be analysed. They cover unemployment benefits as well as active labour market policies. In the following section these policy impulses and their effects on labour market stabilisation during the course of the crisis will be addressed.

4.1 Stabilising the financial system and fiscal stimulus packages

In a first important step immediately after the bankruptcy of Lehman Brothers the German government secured private savings to avoid a bank run by individuals willing to withdraw large parts of their accounts. In addition, banks were rescued by public letters of credit. Without these measures the financial system in Germany could have been dramatically destabilised.

A second part of government action was a strong fiscal impulse consisting of automatic stabilisers and two stimulus packages. Automatic stabilisers are playing a prominent role in European economies, particularly in Germany. On the one hand, they result from higher tax revenues in boom periods and lower tax revenues in a recession. On the other hand, they stem from variations in government expenditure. If nothing else is changed government expenditure increases automatically in economic downturns and decreases in periods of upswing. Especially the German system of social security, particularly the unemployment insurance, welfare benefits as well as the pension scheme generate powerful automatic stabilisers. In all the mentioned cases of automatic stabilisers a deficit (or a lower surplus) either in the budget of the social security system or the government is tolerated. The other important elements of fiscal policies were two fiscal stimulus packages including a whole bunch of measures. They addressed public and private investment as well as private consumption (see table 7).

The cumulated effects of these fiscal impulses on GDP for the years 2009 and 2010 are expected to be around 0.8 and 0.9 percentage points (Barabas et al. 2009; Scheufele 2009). This would amount to expected employment effects in a range between 150,000 (Feil/Gartner 2009) and 260,000 in a more optimistic estimation by Barabas et al. (2009).
Table 7: Economic stimulus packages I and II in Germany

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Public expenditures</th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2010</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Increase in investment</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase of KfW programmes</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publically funded “future investment”</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subsidization of mobility research</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raising of the standard benefit rate for children under Book II of the Social Code</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Car scrappage premium</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changes in short-time working allowances and additional placement staff at the Federal Employment Agency</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Deficiency in tax revenues</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved amortisation conditions, suspension and new regulation of vehicle tax</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuts in income tax, and child bonuses</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduction in the rate of contributions of statutory health insurance</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total burden on public budgets</strong></td>
<td>23.7</td>
<td>35.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


4.2 Labour market policy during the crisis

Labour market policies cover unemployment benefits as well as active measures. Both are relevant for the level of social security, workers’ incentives to look for a job and the matching of labour supply and labour demand. In times of recession the issue of social security obviously plays an important role. However, labour market policies also serve to mitigate the consequences of structural change and prepare redundant workers for better times.

*Unemployment benefits and activation*

Parameters of unemployment benefits are their level, duration and the conditions of entitlement. One has to bear in mind that there is a conflict of goals in this context between the financial support during unemployment on the one hand and the incentives to search for and take up employment on the other hand. The more generous unemployed benefit schemes are the lower are the incentives to terminate unemployment.

The German system of unemployment benefits consists of status-oriented unemployment benefits I financed by the unemployment insurance and a means-tested tax-based unemployment benefit II. Apart from changes in the regulation of short-time work both systems did not alter during the crisis. However, the more generous legislation of short-time work as a whole may be interpreted as an extension of unemployment benefit I for workers who would have been dismissed without the scheme.
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jobs. This explains to a certain extent why economic growth became more employment intensive compared to earlier boom periods (see chapter 2).

Although unemployment benefits particularly for long-term unemployed were reduced as part of the labour market reform, the level of social security in Germany is still rather high compared to other countries (see Walwei 2009). The payment of unemployment benefits acts as an automatic stabiliser at the macro level because revenue losses as well as additional expenditure are tolerated. At the same time it stabilises individual incomes and avoids social hardship.

Active labour market policies – the overall picture

As already mentioned activation policy was maintained during the crisis. Active labour market policies aim at supporting the unemployed to find a new job or improving their job opportunities through counselling and job placement services. It still remains important in times of recession when labour demand and new hires are decreasing.

Germany is one of the countries with a comparatively high expenditure on active labour market policies. So, there was a fully developed set of instruments which did not change during the crisis. However, it is self-evident that more individual support is needed during a recession than in periods in which employment agencies can make more demands on unemployed.

During the crisis the budget for active labour market policy increased mainly for two reasons. On the one hand the government focused on safeguarding jobs. Therefore, more money was needed for the more extensive use of short-time work. On the other hand, the government decided to dedicate parts of the fiscal stimulus packages to engage more staff for the Federal Employment Agency to dampen the impact of the crisis on the labour market.

From the year 2005 on, when the Hartz-reforms were introduced the level of active labour market policies – measured in terms of the number of persons in measures excluding short-time work – has been more or less stable (see table 8). Whereas public employment programmes lost importance to some extent there was a stronger use of further vocational training during recent years.

These trends also continued more or less during the course of the crisis. The intensity of using direct job creation schemes decreased further while there was an increased use of further vocational training for unemployed. The use of wage subsidies did not change significantly (see figure A13). The sum of inflows into these programmes was slightly higher than in the years before.

In a deep and long recession there is always a danger that transitional cyclical unemployment may change to persistent structural unemployment. Active labour market programmes including counselling and job placement have the potential to counteract such risks by improving the matching between labour demand and labour supply and avoid human capital devaluation.

Whereas particular groups suffer from long-term unemployment also in a more favourable economic situation, the prospect for integration into employment decreases for all unemployed people in times of recession. At first sight it seems reasonable that during the crisis labour market programmes should address a broader range of people than in periods of economic boom. In the following we will discuss these issues for counselling and job placement services and the most important labour market programmes in Germany such as further vocational training, wage subsidies, and public employment programmes.
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Table 8: Active labour market policies* in Germany, 2005 – 2009 (yearly averages, thousands)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2005</th>
<th>2006</th>
<th>2007</th>
<th>2008</th>
<th>2009</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Further vocational training</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public employment programmes</td>
<td>286</td>
<td>376</td>
<td>365</td>
<td>355</td>
<td>338</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wage subsidies</td>
<td>436</td>
<td>427</td>
<td>398</td>
<td>371</td>
<td>371</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Excluding early retirement


The question arises, whether there is generally a potential of active labour market programmes to dampen the consequences of a recession and how the full potential can be realised. Although the evaluation of active labour market programmes is a major field of research in Germany (Möller/Walwei 2009), up to now there is only limited empirical evidence about the effects of labour market programmes in different periods of the business cycle. Therefore, in the following we conceive some theoretical and conceptual considerations in this respect.

Counselling and job placement services

Counselling and job placement services support search activities of job-seekers and employers and thereby improve the matching of labour supply and labour demand. They deal with the analysis of job seekers’ strengths and weaknesses, activating them and giving assistance to them, if necessary (Konle-Seidl/Stephan 2009). Studies for Germany (Schiel et al. 2006, Hainmüller et al. 2009) showed that a reduced number of unemployed per caseworker (caseload) has positive effects on individual job finding rates. Unfortunately there is no evidence about an “optimal” caseload. Furthermore, it is known for Germany that the efficiency of matching labour supply and labour demand differs considerably with respect to regions and occupations (Rüb/Werner 2008, Stops/Mazzoni 2010). By extending efforts to reduce bottlenecks on both sides of the labour market the public employment service could increase its effectiveness. However, this requires a profound diagnosis of particular parts of the labour market. In the case of recruitment problems job placement need to be focussed even more, in the case of severe difficulties for unemployed to find a job their employability needs to be strengthened. Because more people get unemployed in a period of recession it would be rational to enhance the personal capacities of placement services. This is not only necessary for hard-to-place workers who are facing even more difficulties to find a job but also for short-time unemployed who are more competitive.

The other important impact of the crisis, the decrease in labour demand, may suggest lower capacities for placement services. But it should be borne in mind that counselling and job placement services are experience goods – this means that the quality of the service is difficult to assess in advance. While using the service it can be ascertained by experience (Walwei 1993). Therefore, there is a potential to provide or keep confidence in employment services by offering high-quality counselling and assisting employers in difficult economic circumstances as well. For this reason a reduced capacity for counselling and assisting employers during the crisis may be not effective in the long run. From this point of view, putting emphasis on counselling by hiring more staff for job placement services was a good decision.
Further vocational training

Independent from the short-time work scheme which includes simultaneous training the German government increased the budget for training measures for already employed workers such as elderly or employees who have not been trained in recent years. Most evaluation studies found that these programmes have positive impacts on the employment prospects of the participants (Bernhard et al. 2009).

A focus on low-skilled workers seems reasonable. Even though they suffer from poor employment prospects (Reinberg/Hummel 2007), attending further vocational training can improve or maintain their individual employability. Due to such programmes the job finding rate may increase, the risk of becoming unemployed may decrease, and participants’ future income may rise (Kruppe/Dietrich 2009).

Lechner/Wunsch (2007) showed for the period from 1986 to 1995 that further vocational training in Germany is more effective if measures start in times of high unemployment. An explanation for this finding might be that negative lock-in effects are larger in times of low unemployment and positive long-run effects of training are larger in times of high unemployment. In general, evaluation studies have shown that unemployed not participating in further vocational training are looking for jobs more intensively and find, therefore, jobs more quickly. However, in periods of high unemployment non-participants need more time to find a job as well. This means that the opportunity costs of a reduced job search due to programme participation are lower in times of recession and, therefore, the individual incentives to attend a programme rise.

Furthermore, during a period of crisis more employed people may be interested in further training because they fear to lose their jobs. In times with less demand for their products it may be an opportunity for firms to raise the productivity of their workers through further vocational training. In addition, the risk that workers would leave the firm after participating in training is generally lower in times of recession. But on the other hand cost pressures for firms increase during an economic crisis and firms tend to cut training budgets as well as other labour costs (Bechmann et al. 2010). This effect seemed to be dominant during the crisis, because the share of firms offering further (subsidised or non-subsidised) trainings to their workers decreased from 2008 to 2009 (see figure 27).

Nevertheless, the use of subsidised further vocational training during employment has increased during the recent crisis and is higher than in previous years (see table 8). The same is true for the development of training schemes for elderly and low-skilled workers which started in 2007 (see figure A14). All in all, the level of utilisation is still rather low which is in line with the also weak simultaneous use of short-time work and training (see figure 19).

---

13 Negative lock-in effects will result if unemployed participants of an active labour market programme reduce their job search effort and/or caseworkers offer them fewer job proposals.
There are several reasons for a low utilisation of employment-oriented training. Firstly, firms need information about the supply of suitable training measures as well as about the specific demands of their employees with respect to further education. Secondly, the training-related loss of working hours should not contradict with firms’ operating procedures. Large firms easier comply with these requirements because they often have a human resource department that is well informed and the work organisation is more flexible (Bechmann et al. 2010). Thirdly, there is some evidence that particular groups of employees are not convinced that there might be considerable benefits of further education for themselves. Finally, the availability of information concerning suitable training measures seems to be insufficient for both, firms and employees. As a consequence, there are initiatives of local employment agencies to provide more profound advice with respect to training measures particularly for smaller and medium-sized firms. In general, more research needs to be undertaken concerning the employees’ attitudes towards further education, the requirements for lifelong learning from the individuals’ and firms’ perspectives, and the organisation of further education. Nevertheless, there is clear evidence that the broad use of further vocational training has the potential to reduce negative labour market effects of an economic crisis. But the programmes have to be oriented toward the actual demands of the firms and they should be tailor-made for the corresponding target groups.
Wage subsidies

Wage subsidies like the *Eingliederungszuschüsse* are offered to hard-to-place persons, e.g. long-term unemployed, disabled persons, or workers aged 50 years or older. Employers can regularly receive subsidies up to 50 per cent of the monthly salary for a maximum of 12 months. A period of further employment is obligatory after the expiration of the wage subsidy.

Most studies dealing with wage subsidies show favourable effects for the employment prospects of participants (e.g. Bernhard et al. 2006, 2007; Heinemann et al. 2006; ZEW et al. 2006; Jaenichen/Stephan 2009). But it has to be born in mind that probably unobservable deadweight losses may diminish or at least reduce positive effects at the individual level. Deadweight effects in a narrow sense occur if the same individual would have got the same job without any subsidy (Jaenichen/Stephan 2009). It is a matter of fact that during a period of crisis a larger number of qualified and experienced workers become unemployed. Firms – particularly those with severe economic problems – may probably expect to receive financial support for recruiting highly productive workers (Wolff/Kupka 2009). Such deadweight effects can only be avoided or at least reduced through a strict targeting of participants.

Public employment programmes

German public employment programmes like *Arbeitsbeschaffungsmaßnahmen* and *Arbeitsgelegenheiten* are work opportunities for unemployed persons with a low probability to enter regular employment. Public jobs are required to be additional which means that there should be a public interest for the activities and that there is no substitution of private initiatives. The programmes aim at improving individual employability and social inclusion of the participants as well as creating job opportunities for hard-to-place persons in regions with high unemployment (Kupka/Wolff 2009).

For the most cases evaluation studies show negative results with respect to labour market integration. Only for hard-to-place persons or unemployed with health problems the net employment effects are positive (Caliendo et al. 2004, 2008; Hohmeyer/Wolff 2008; Hohmeyer 2009). Like other active labour market policies public employment programmes suffer from significant lock-in effects as the job finding rate of participants is rather low during the course of the programme. Here again, a proper targeting system with respect to the least competitive persons seems to be crucial.

It is well known that the subjective well-being and the health of unemployed are getting worse during the course of joblessness (e.g. Paul et al. 2006, Bell/Blanchflower 2009). There are some hints that job-creation schemes may have a positive effect on health, well-being, and work motivation during programme participation. However, this is not the case after leaving the programme. Furthermore, the programmes have the potential to improve the participants’ social well-being because the work-days have a clear schedule and the jobs offer new social networks and lead to a higher social status (Kupka/Wolff 2009).

As already mentioned during a period of crisis more persons with good employment prospects become unemployed. Evaluation studies suggest that it would not make any sense to push these unemployed into public employment programmes because these measures should address people with severe difficulties to find a job and would prevent more competitive workers from intensive and successful job search. Therefore, it can be concluded that these programmes may have positive effects, but mainly for certain groups of unemployed, particularly hard-to-place persons and long-term unemployed.

Furthermore, it should be born in mind that the intensive use of public employment programmes increases the danger to substitute regular employment or to prevent the creation of unsubsidised jobs. Nevertheless, public employment programmes have a potential to dampen the individual effects of unemployed who were inactive for quite some time. Therefore, public employment programmes
should be an integral part of labour market policies but they should be limited in size and strictly targeted towards hard-to-place persons. All in all, it seems to be reasonable that public employment programmes have not been expanded during the crisis.

Interim conclusion

Active labour market programmes can hardly boost the economy and can hardly create new regular jobs. Nevertheless, they have a potential to dampen the labour market effects of a recession.

Giving assistance to the growing number of unemployed and keeping them in touch with employers are good reasons to increase the personal capacities of counselling and job placement during the crisis. A broader use of demand-oriented and tailor-made further vocational training programmes may improve the employability of unemployed and employed participants. This is especially true, when longer periods of low labour demand and high unemployment are expected and lock-in effects of training programmes become less important. Finally, the intensity of using wage subsidies or public employment programmes should take into account the level and the changes in the composition of unemployed (Konle-Seidl et al. 2009). From this point of view, German public employment agencies seemed to be on the right track by focusing on short-time work as well as increasing further vocational training and not enhancing wage subsidies and public employment programmes significantly during the crisis.

5. Conclusions

Although the German economy was affected strongly by the financial crisis the labour market response was quite weak. This is true in comparison to earlier recessions as well as with respect to the developments in other countries during the recent crisis. As we have seen there is no single explanation for the stability of the German labour market during the course of the crisis. First of all, the worldwide economic crisis reached Germany when the labour market was in good shape. This positive development on the labour market was not only driven by a strong economic boom but it was also due to wage moderation and labour market reforms causing a more employment-intensive economic growth.

In addition the nature of the crisis was not structural but Germany experienced a strong cyclical demand shock. Particularly the manufacturing sector with highly competitive firms often situated in prospering regions in the south-western part of Germany with a good overall labour market performance was heavily hit by the crisis. Other regions with higher unemployment rates have not been affected that much by the shock. In some of them employment even increased further despite the crisis due to a stronger service sector and the fiscal stimulus packages of the German government. These asymmetric consequences of the crisis turned out to be advantageous for the German labour market because existing labour market disparities were not fortified.

A lot of firms affected by the crisis had experienced skills shortages during the last boom period and thus companies and workers had a joint interest to stabilise their employment relations even in times of lowering demand. The economic upswing with high profits and high working hours endowed them with the resources to apply internal adjustment strategies like a phasing down of working time accounts or a decrease of labour productivity to secure the jobs of the core workforce. Layoffs occurred, too, but they affected the contingent workforce to a higher degree as the drop in agency work shows. So, the protection of the core workforce was also facilitated by the recent deregulation of temporary work arrangements which serve as an additional source of external numerical flexibility in the firm’s portfolio of adjustment strategies.

To a considerable degree firms engaged in labour hoarding in terms of not adjusting the number of employees in line with shifts of demand for their products. It is important to understand that the firms’
decisions for labour hoarding are in line with profit maximising strategies and were not directly induced by public policy, although the strong tradition of social partnership on the German labour market has played an important role. As internal ways of flexibility were facilitated by job alliances and company level pacts for employment, a culture of social consensus on the collective level served as an important basis for good and sustainable solutions at the firm level.

Non-subsidised forms of working time reductions or labour hoarding were complemented by public subsidies in the form of short-time work. At the beginning of the crisis the conditions for short-time work became more attractive to firms. This has served as a political and psychological signal that the government is willing to support the firms in their efforts to secure jobs. To strengthen short-time work helped stabilising employment and preventing unemployment to rise.

But internal measures of flexibility as well as short-time work do have their limitations. They are not costless, as they imply lower profits for companies, lower wages for workers and higher budget deficits for the government – at least for a limited period of time. This reveals that such measures can only bridge a short-time crisis. There is only a reason to maintain jobs when firms have positive future expectations concerning increasing demand and profits. In a more structural crisis a larger number of layoffs would be unavoidable. In addition public subsidies like short-time work would run the risk of postponing structural change by securing non-viable firms. Workers might stick to their jobs too long and decrease their employment prospects. So the structure of the crisis and the competitiveness of the German firms were crucial pre-conditions for the effectiveness of adjustment processes on the firm level.

These considerations also imply that the specific structure of the economy and the nature of the shock have to be analysed in detail before transferring German solutions to other countries. They also hint to the general point that labour market policy might help to mitigate the consequences of an economic shock but it is not able to address the structural problems underlying an economic shock. The economic recovery and the stabilisation of the employment situation have to be grounded on a real recovery of the goods markets.

But also with respect to the favourable conditions for labour hoarding in Germany some open questions remain with respect to the effects of short-time work. In general the firms’ decisions on the use of short-time work will ignore its social costs. Additional costs for the state may result, e.g. if short-time workers are dismissed later on anyway or if firms could have done without public aid. Labour market policy should aim to minimise these costs and restrict access to the “right” companies. This is not trivial because there is uncertainty about the future: when firms apply for short-time work neither the company nor the state know how the business will evolve. One solution to this problem could be a clause for repayment of subsidies in case of an (unexpected) good economic situation from an ex-post perspective.

To sum up, the German miracle consists of several ingredients. The labour market benefited from the advantageous interplay of the initial conditions and the structure of the crisis. Measures counteracting the crisis are evidence of a good team work on different levels of the labour market. Employers, workers, social partners and the state were willing to contribute to securing jobs. Their interplay followed the principle of subsidiarity. The firm level was endowed with a high freedom to handle working conditions in a flexible way – of course within legal boundaries. This may have positive effects in the longer run because mutual agreements on measures to save jobs can strengthen the employment relation and become the basis for a long run and productive relationship. Social partnership supported these arrangements on the firm level which were finally complemented by the extension of the short-time work scheme. Although these joint efforts are an important explanation for the successful labour market adjustments one has to be aware of possible distortions triggered by state policies. As we pointed out there is some evidence that short-time work crowded out non-subsidised adjustments on the firm-level. This indicates the need for an efficient targeting procedure for public subsidies to firms.
Appendix 1: Additional figures and tables

Figure A1: Employment covered by social security and total hours worked in Germany, 1991 – 2009

Source: Federal Employment Agency; IAB.
Figure A2: Development of full- and part-time employment in Germany
2nd Quarter 1991– 2nd Quarter 2010
(Growth rates compared to the previous quarter in per cent)

Source: IAB, own calculations.

Figure A3: Outflow from unemployment in Germany, 2005 – 2009
(Average monthly outflow rates in per cent)

Figure A4: GDP and average working hours by type of employment in Germany
1st Quarter 2008 – 1st Quarter 2010
(Growth rates compared to the same quarter of previous year in per cent)

Source: Federal Statistical Office and IAB.
Figure A5: Development of firms using short-time work, 1991 – 2010
(Number of firms)

Figure A6: Share of short-time workers on all employees subject to social security contribution, 1991 – 2009 (Percentages)

Figure A7: Share of firms using cyclical short-time work by industries
(Percentages)

Figure A8: Cyclical short-time workers by industries
(Percentages)

Figure A9: Cyclical short-time work in 2009 by firm size
(Total number of short-time workers)

Figure A10: Shares of cyclical short-time work in June 2009 by firm size (Percentages)

Figure A11: Average share of short-time workers as part of total employees in user firms by firm size, June 2009 (Percentages)

Source: Bechmann et al. 2010.
Figure A12: OECD-index of Employment Protection Legislation (EPL) and use of fixed-term contracts and agency workers in Germany, 1991 – 2007


Figure A13: Important active labour Market Programmes\(^1\) in Germany, 2005 – 2009
(Inflows, yearly totals)

Figure A14: Further vocational training for elderly or low-skilled workers during employment, January 2007 – March 2010 (total numbers)
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Figure B1: Employment: Quarterly changes of employment, 1992 – 2010  
(percentage changes)

Figure B2: Unemployment: Quarterly unemployment changes, 1992 – 2010
(percentage changes)
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